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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM

I—PURPOSE OF THE BILL

1. The Bill provides for the repeal, and the re-enactment with 
amendments, of the Landlord and Tenant Act, 1931, and the Land
lord and Tenant (Reversionary Leases) Act, 1958.

2. As regards amendments, recommendations for changes in the 
code of landlord and tenant law were made by the Landlord and 
Tenant Commission in Reports entitled “ Report on Occupational 
Tenancies under the Landlord and Tenant Act, 1931 ” (Pr. No. 
9685) and “ Report on Certain Questions arising under the Land
lord and Tenant Acts, 1958 and 1967 ” (Prl. 59). (The Reports are in 
this Memorandum referred to as the “ First Report ” and the 
“ Second Report ” respectively). Certain of the Commission’s re
commendations were, with some modifications, carried into the law 
by the Landlord and Tenant (Amendment) Act, 1971, the Landlord 
and Tenant (Ground Rents) Act, 1978 and the Landlord and 
Tenant (Ground Rents) (No. 2) Act, 1978. (The last-mentioned Act 
is in this Memorandum referred to as “ the 1978 No. 2 Act ”). This 
Bill proposes changes to give effect, again with certain modifications, 
to the remaining recommendations that have been made by the Com
mission.

3. Explanatory side-notes to the text of the Bill indicate the 
provisions that are new to the statute law and the existing statutory 
provisions that are being amended or re-enacted. A legend to those 
side-notes is on page 4 of the Bill.

4- This Memorandum deals in the main with those provisions of 
the Bill that are new to the statute law.

II—PART I OF THE BILL 

Preliminary

5. This Part (sections I to 12) contains the preliminary provisions 
and deals with such matters as commencement, definitions, regula
tions and repeals.

6. Section 3 is the interpretation section. The meaning of “busi
ness ” is being extended to include cultural, charitable, educational,
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social and sporting services (First Report, paragraph 90) and it is 
also being made clear that the expression covers the activities erf 
local authorities, health boards and harbour authorities. The term 
“ immediate lessor ” is being re-defined so as to refer to the owner 
of the next superior interest in premises that are held by any 
other person, whether under a lease or other contract of tenancy, 
or otherwise. The terms “ lessee ” and “ lessor ” are being re-defined 
so as to include “ tenant ” and “ landlord ” respectively (that is, those 
terms may relate not only to leases but also to tenancies that are not 
in writing, or that are not tenancies of land) while “ landlord ” and 
“ tenant ” are being re-defined so as to relate not only to tenancies 
of “ tenements ” (defined in section 5 (/)) but also to tenancies of 
premises that are not “ tenements ”. (These changes bring about a 
change in section 5 (7) (a) (iv) in as much as section 5 (7) (a) (zv) 
may apply to a letting for temporary convenience that is not made in 
writing).

7. Section 4 provides, subject to the following, that a State authority 
in its capacity as lessor or immediate lessor of any premises shall 
not be bound by the provisions of the Bill. “ State authority ” is 
defined in section 3 (7). Section 4 also provides that henceforth 
where a State authority becomes landlord of a tenant who imme
diately theretofore had the right to a new tenancy under Part II, that 
right shall be exercisable on one occasion (subsections (7), (3) and 
(4)) and the tenant shall retain his entitlement to any compensation 
for improvements in respect of such improvements as may thereto
fore have been carried out (subsection (5)).

8. Section 5 provides for the following amendments in the law 
in relation to the expression “ tenement ”, on the basis of the recom
mendations in paragraph 84 of the First Report:

(1) Henceforth a “ tenement ” whether situate in an urban or
non-urban area will simply be required to consist of 
land covered wholly or partly by buildings or of a defined 
portion of a building (section 5 (7) (a) (i) of the Bill and 
First Report, paragraph 84 (1)).

(2) To come within the definition of “ tenement ” under the
law as it stands, premises must be actually occupied by 
the tenant concerned. This requirement is not satisfied 
in cases where, for example, a tenancy is held by an 
individual who carries on business in the premises 
through a private limited company and also where the 
tenancy is held by one company while an associated 
company is in occupation of the premises. Another 
case where this requirement is not satisfied is where the 
Commissioners of Public Works hold as tenants premises 
which are occupied by another Government service or 
Department. Consequently, the right to a new tenancy 
etc. under the 1931 Act does not apply. The Commission 
recommend (First Report, paragraph 84 (3), (4) and (5)) 
that the disability in cases of this kind should be removed 
and the Bill provides accordingly in section 5 (2), (5) 
and (4).

Section 5 (I) (b) in effect re-enacts the provisions contained in sec
tion 54 (2) (i) of the Rent Restrictions Act, 1960 and in section 
13 (3) (i) of the Rent Restrictions (Amendment) Act, 1967. These 
Rent Act provisions amended the 1931 Act definition of “tene
ment” consequential on the extension to the tenants of newly- 
decontrolled premises of the protection of the landlord and tenant
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code. The Commission recommend that the definition of “ tene
ment ” should be amended to include the changes that were made 
by those provisions (First Report, paragraph 84 (6)).

9. Section 6 re-enacts the substance of section 3 of the 1931 Act 
subject to the change that business tenants of housing authorities 
are being given the same rights under the legislation as business 
tenants of private landlords (First Report, paragraph 307).

10. Section 7 re-enacts section 6 of the 1931 Act. Section 8 re
enacts section 5 (2) of the same Act (section 5 (1) is re-enacted in 
section 3 (/) of the Bill). Section 9 is the usual provision for the 
making of regulations while section 10 provides for expenses 
incurred in the administration of the provisions of the Bill.

11. Section 11 is the repeals provision. It provides for the repeal 
of the Landlord and Tenant Acts of 1931 and 1958. It also provides 
for the repeal of section 54 of the Rent Restrictions Act, 1960, 
and section 13 of the Rent Restrictions (Amendment) Act, 1967. 
Section II provides also (in subsection (2)) for the adaptation to 
the provisions of the Bill of the provisions of the Landlord and 
Tenant (Amendment) Act, 1971 (which deals mainly with the grant 
of sporting leases) and it includes in subsections (3) and (4) pro
vision for pending proceedings under the repealed enactments.

Ill—PART II OF THE BILL 

Right to New Tenancy

12. This Part (sections 13 to 29) corresponds to those provisions 
of the Landlord and Tenant Act, 1931, which deal with the grant 
of new occupational tenancies. The right to a new tenancy is being 
extended in certain cases.

13. Under Part HI of the 1931 Act, the right to a new tenancy 
accrues only on the termination of the existing tenancy. The Bill 
provides (sections 13 and 16) that, as recommended by the Com
mission (First Report, paragraph 237), the right to a new tenancy 
may be established as soon as the necessary conditions are satisfied 
(which may be before the termination of the existing tenancy). 
Furthermore, the conditions to be satisfied under the provisions of 
the 1931 Act are being modified by section 13 of the Bill as follows:

(1) The right to a new tenancy is being given to all business
tenants on the basis of continuous occupation for three 
years, regardless of the nature of their existing tenancy, 
and regardless also of a temporary break in business use 
during the three years if the Court considers it reasonable 
to disregard the break (section 13 (/) (a). (2) of the Bill 
and First Report, paragraph 174 (1), (3)).

(2) The right to a new tenancy is being given to tenants on
the basis of continuous occupation for 20 years instead 
of 30 years as at present. Moreover, the present require
ment that there should have been no purchase for valu
able consideration during the period is being dropped 
(section 13 (1) (b) of the Bill and First Report, para
graph 174 (4)).

(3) The Bill does not re-enact section 19 (i) (c) of the 1931 Act
which gives the right to a new tenanev where a tenant, 
with his predecessors in title, has been in continuous
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occupation for 15 years and the landlord’s reversion in 
the premises does not exceed three years (First Report, 
paragraph 174 (5)).

14. Section 14: Tenants of business premises decontrolled by the 
1960 Rent Act were by section 54 of that Act given the right to a 
new tenancy under Part III of the 1931 Landlord and Tenant Act. 
The Bill provides for the repeal of section 54 of the 1960 Rent Act 
and by this section together with sections 5 (7) (b) and 20 (2) (c) 
provides for the same right to a new tenancy (First Report, para
graph 325).

15. Section 15: Tenants of dwellings decontrolled by the 1967 
Rent Act were by section 13 of that Act given the right to a 
new tenancy on special terms under Part III of the 1931 Landlord 
and Tenant Act. The Bill provides for the repeal of section 13 of the 
1967 Rent Act and by sections 5 (7) (b), 20 (2) (c), 25, 58 (3) and 
this section provides for the re-enactment of section 13 (First Report, 
paragraph 325).

16. Section 16 is the operative provision giving the right to a new 
tenancy under Part II of the Bill. As in the corresponding provisions 
(sections 20 and 27 (/)) of the 1931 Act the right given is a right to a 
new tenancy beginning on the termination of the previous tenancy.

17. Section 17 sets out the restrictions on the right to a new tenancy 
and corresponds to section 21 and section 22 (1) of the 1931 Act. 
Section 17 (7) of the Bill provides for the re-enactment of section 
21 of the 1931 Act except in the following respect. Section 21 (1) (a) 
of the 1931 Act excludes a tenant from the right to a new tenancy 
where his existing tenancy is terminated by ejectment for non-pay
ment of rent. Section 17 (7) (a) (i) of the Bill extends this exclusion 
to other cases of termination for non-payment of rent, however the 
ejectment proceedings are framed (First Report, paragraph 123 (1)). 
Section 17 (2) (a) of the Bill re-enacts the provisions of section 22
(1) of the 1931 Act (as amended by section 79 of the 1963 Planning 
Act) with the following changes:

(1) Where a landlord opposes the grant of a new tenancy on the
grounds that he proposes to rebuild or that he has a 
scheme for development, he must have planning per
mission for the work or scheme (section 17 (2) (a) (i) 
and Hi) of the Bill and cf. First Report, paragraph 222
(3) 0d)).

(2) A new tenancy may be refused where the landlord is a local
authority and will require possession, in circumstances 
where powers of compulsory acquisition apply, within a 
period of five years after the existing tenancy terminates 
{section 17 (2) (a) (iv». (This is mainly a limitation of 
the right to obtain a new tenancy etc. being newly given 
in section 6 to certain tenants of local authorities as hous
ing authorities.)

Section 17 (2) (b) draws attention to the fact that the provisions 
for compensation for disturbance that apply in certain cases where 
a new tenancy is refused are dealt with in Part IV of the Bill. 
Section 17 (5) re-enacts with consequential amendments the pro
visions in section 22 (5) of the 1931 Act. Section 17 {4) of the Bill 
replaces section 22 (2) of the 1931 Act. It provides that where a 
new tenancy has been refused because of a landlord’s rebuilding 
or development plans and the landlord does not within a reasonable 
time carry out those plans, the Court may order the payment of
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punitive damages to the tenant. Under the 1931 Act the landlord 
is punishable for contempt of Court if he does not carry out those 
plans (First Report, paragraphs 197, 212 and 222 (2)).

18. Section 20 deals with the notice of intention to claim a 
new tenancy or compensation in lieu. Such notice is mandatory and 
must be in the prescribed form (subsection (i)). Apart from any 
extension of time that may be allowed under section 83, it must 
be served within the time-limits set out in subsection (2). The notice 
of claim for a new tenancy may include a claim in the alternative 
for compensation {subsection (3)). The section re-enacts section 
24 of the 1931 Act with the following changes (cf. First Report, 
paragraphs 237 and 325):

(1) In the case of a tenancy terminating by the expiration
of a certain period or by some other certain event, a 
tenant may serve a valid notice of claim at any time 
before the termination of the tenancy, or up to three 
months after service by the landlord in the prescribed 
form of notice of the termination of the tenancy, (i.e. 
whichever is the later): the notice of termination 
may be served not earlier than three months before the 
termination (section 20 (2) (a) of the Bill and First 
Report, paragraph 237 (1)). Under the corresponding 
provision in section 24 (2) (b) of the 1931 Act, a tenant 
may not serve a valid notice of claim later than three 
months before his tenancy terminates.

(2) Under the present provisions (section 24 of the 1931 Act),
where the tenancy is one terminable by notice to quit 
or is one terminating by an uncertain event (e.g. the fall 
of a life) a tenant must serve notice of his claim for relief 
within one month after service of the notice to quit or 
within one month after the happening of the event coming 
to his knowledge. Section 20 (7) (b), (c) eases the obliga
tion on the tenant by providing that he may claim relief 
at any time up to three months after the landlord has 
served on him notice to quit or notice in the prescribed 
form of the happening of the event (as the case may be).

(3) Section 54 (2) (i»\ of the 1960 Rent Act and section 13
(3) (iii) of the 1967 Rent Act made special provision 
for time-limits in connection with the service of the 
notice of intention to claim a new tenancy etc. by the 
tenants of dwellings that were decontrolled by those 
Acts. These special provisions are being re-enacted as 
a matter of consolidation in section 20 (2) (c).

19. Section 21 re-enacts section 25 of the 1931 Act with the 
following changes which are generally in line with the Commission’s 
recommendations (First Report, paragraphs 243 and 245):

(1) It reduces (subsection (/)) from two months to one month
the time which must elapse between the service of the 
tenant’s notice of intention to claim relief and that 
tenant’s bringing of the matter to a hearing.

(2) It enables (subsection (2)) the landlord to bring the matter
to a hearing in a case where it has remained unresolved 
for three months and the tenant has not applied to the 
Court.
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20. Section 22 re-enacts with one change the substance of the 
provisions in section 28 of the 1931 Act. These provisions deal 
with the situation where a landlord wishes to offer a new tenancy 
instead of meeting the tenant’s claim (Part IV of the Bill) for com
pensation for improvements. The change mentioned is that a time
limit of one month is now being imposed on the tenant’s option 
of refusing the new tenancy.

21. Section 23 deals with the terms of the new tenancy where 
these are fixed by the Court. It provides for the re-enactment of 
section 29 of the 1931 Act with the following changes:

(1) Unless the tenant desires a shorter term, the new tenancy
will be for 35 years. Under the 1931 Act, the term fixed 
by the Court can be as short as 21 years (or shorter 
if the tenant so wishes) or as long as 99 years: 21 years 
is the term usually fixed (First Report, paragraph 254).

(2) Sections 29 (h), 31, 32 and 33 of the 1931 Act are not
being re-enacted. All these provisions deal with cases 
where the reversion of the immediate landlord is shorter 
than the term of the new tenancy. The Bill provides 
instead, in section 18 (2), that as many superior land
lords as may be necessary should join in die grant of 
the new tenancy (First Report, paragraph 295 (1)).

(3) As the 1931 Act already provides, the rent under the new
tenancy is to be the difference between the “gross 
rent ” and any allowance for improvements. However, 
changes are being made in the definition of gross rent 
(subsection (5». For the purpose of calculating the gross 
rent, i-t is no longer being posited that the supply of 
similar tenements is sufficient to meet the demand and 
that the competition therefor is normal. Furthermore, 
comparison with the letting values of other tenements 
for the purpose of determining the gross rent is not being 
restricted to tenements in the vicinity, as section 29 (/) of 
the 1931 Act requires, provided the tenements are in a 
comparable area fcf. First Report, paragraph 269 (2)).

(4) Where expenditure by the tenant on repairs is made a con
dition of the new tenancy, the Court is being empowered 
to require that the money be spent within a specified 
time and to declare the tenant to have forfeited his 
right to a new tenancy if he fails to comply (subsections 
(7) and (5) and First Report, paragraph 282 (1>).

(5) The Bill provides that the new tenancy should be subject to
such covenants as may be agreed upon between the 
parties or, in default of agreement, as the Court may 
determine {subsection (9) and First Report, paragraph 
282 (2)).

22. Section 24 is a new provision which deals with reviews of rent 
in the case of a tenancy whose terms are fixed by the Court (cf. 
First Report, paragraph 269 (3)). It provides that either the landlord 
or the tenant may apply to the Court for a review of the rent not 
earlier than five years after those terms have been fixed and at 
intervals of not less than five years thereafter {subsection (/)). 
Subsections (2), (3) and (4) are procedural provisions.

23. Section 25: .Subsection (3) of section 13 of the 1967 Rent Act 
gives tenants decontrolled by the 1967 Rent Act the right to a new
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tenancy under the Landlord and Tenant Act, 1931. Special provision 
is made for improvements that the tenant may have made and, in 
cases of hardship, the new tenancy may be granted at a specially low 
rent for a term not exceeding 10 years. The substance of these 1967 
Rent Act special provisions is being re-enacted in section 25 while 
subsection (2) provides that the rent review provision in section 24 
shall not apply in such cases.

24. Section 26 is a new provision. It provides that in a case where 
a tenancy is terminated e.g. for non-payment of rent (see section 
/7 (/)) and a new tenancy under Part 11 has already been granted, 
the new tenancy shall be void. If the Court has ordered the grant of 
a new tenancy but that new tenancy has not yet been granted, then 
in such a case the obligation to grant it shall cease.

25. Section 29 corresponds to section 39 of the 1931 Act. It makes 
provision for cases where, on the coming into operation of the legis
lation, a tenancy has already terminated but the tenant is still in 
occupation. Such a tenant is being given the right to a new tenancy 
where he satisfies the necessary conditions.

IV—PART III OF THE BILL 

Reversionary Leases

26. Part III (sections 30 to 44) which deals with the right to a 
reversionary lease, represents the re-enactment, with amendments as 
indicated in paragraphs 27 and 29 to 33 of this Memorandum, of the 
Landlord and Tenant (Reversionary Leases) Act, 1958, apart from 
sections 30 (2) (c), (3) and 44 which are consequential provisions— 
see paragraphs 28 and 34 of the Memorandum. The amendments 
stem from recommendations contained in the Second Report of the 
Commission. The right to a reversionary lease under the 1958 Act is 
confined to “ building lessees ” and “ proprietary lessees The ex
pressions “ building lease ” and “ proprietary lease ” are being 
dropped. The categories of persons to which those expressions relate 
will, however, continue to come within the scope of the legislation— 
although under a simplified classification—and the right to a re
versionary lease is also being given to additional classes of persons.

27. The Bill proposes {section 30 (7), (2)) that a person should have 
the right to a reversionary lease under Part 111 if the conditions set 
out in section 9 of the 1978 No. 2 Act are satisfied. Certain other 
provisions (section 9 (1), (2); sections 10 to 12; section 14) of that 
Act are applied accordingly and the effect is to provide that lessees 
who have the right to purchase the fee simple under Part II of the 
1978 No. 2 Act are given the alternative right to obtain a reversionary 
lease, apart from certain exceptions such as are provided by section 
16 of the Act and by section 33 of the Bill.

28. Section 30 (3) is designed to permit the grant of reversionary 
leases under this Part of the Bill, despite the provisions of the Land
lord and Tenant (Ground Rents) Act, 1978, whose purpose is to pro
hibit the creation of future ground rents on ordinary dwellinghouses. 
Section 30 (5) replaces the provision in section 2 (2) of that Act 
which allows existing ground leases to be renewed under the pro
visions erf the Act of 1958.

29. Section 31 deals with applications to obtain a reversionary 
lease and with the date of commencement of that lease where 
granted. Its provisions are on the lines of the corresponding pro
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visions in the 1958 Act (as amended by the Landlord and Tenant 
(Ground Rents) Act, 1967) with one change of substance. The 
change is that an applicant for a reversionary lease is no longer 
being required to obtain the consent to his application of any under- 
lessees who also have the right to a reversionary lease or, alterna
tively, to exclude from that application the lands comprised in any 
such under-leases.

30. Section 33 sets out the restrictions on the right to a reversionary 
lease together with certain consequential provisions. It provides for 
the re-enactment of the corresponding provisions contained in sec
tions 15 and 16 of the 1958 Act and in section 79 of the Local 
Government (Planning and Development) Act, 1963 with the follow
ing changes:

(1) The refusal of a reversionary lease by a landlord on the 
grounds that he has rebuilding plans or a development 
scheme will not be upheld by the Court unless the landlord 
has planning permission for the work or scheme (subsection 
1 (b) (0 and (i7).

(2) The grant of a reversionary lease may be refused where the 
property is used wholly or in part for business and where 
the landlord (or superior landlord) is a local authority that 
will require possession, for any of the purposes for which 
the local authority may acquire property compulsorily, 
within a period of five years after the termination of the 
existing lease (subsection (3)).

(3) Where a person does not within a reasonable time carry out 
any intention, agreement etc., on account of which a re
versionary lease was refused, that person is by section 15 (3) 
of the 1958 Act made guilty of an offence for which a fine 
of up to £500 may be imposed. This provision is being 
amended to provide that, in such circumstances, the Circuit 
Court may order the person to pay punitive damages 
(cf. First Report, paragraph 222 (2)).

These changes are in line with changes proposed in section 17 (2), (4) 
of the Bill—see paragraph 17 of this Memorandum.

31. Section 35 re-enacts with one change the provisions in section 
18 (4) of the 1958 Act, as amended by section 26 of the 1967 Ground 
Rents Act, for determining the rent to be paid under a reversionary 
lease. The change is the addition of a provision for abatement of the 
rent on foot of improvements that may have been carried out by the 
lessee and is in line with the similar abatement of occupational rents 
(cf. section 23 (4)).

32. Section 36 re-enacts the provisions in section 18 (5) of the 
1958 Act relating to the determination of the “ gross rent ”, which is 
the basis for fixing the rent payable under a reversionary lease, with 
the following changes:

(1) The assumptions, for the purpose of determining the gross 
rent, that the supply of similar lands is sufficient to meet 
the demand, and that the competition therefor is normal, 
are being dropped.

(2) Comparison with the letting values of other lands for the 
purpose of determining the ‘‘gross rent” is not being 
restricted to lands in the vicinity, provided the lands are in 
a comparable area. (This change and the change at (1) are 
in line with similar changes relating to occupational tenancies 
in section 23 (5) of the Bill).
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(3) The scope of the provision in section 36 (2) (corresponding 
to section 18 (5) (ft) of the 1958 Act) is being extended to 
cover the case where specified repairs are to be carried out 
as a condition precedent to the execution of the reversionary 
lease, as well as the case where a specified sum of money 
is to be expended on repairs (cf. section 38).

(4) Section 18 (5) (c) of the 1958 Act provides that the Court, 
in determining the “ gross rent ” of premises that, in whole 
or in part, are controlled dwellings, shall have regard to the 
restrictions imposed by the Rent Restrictions Acts on die 
rents which tenants of such premises would be liable to pay. 
In the re-enactment of this provision (in subsection (5)), 
owner-occupied dwellings that are controlled by section 
2 (6) of the 1967 Rent Act are being excluded from the 
scope of the provision. (The renits of such owner-occupied 
controlled dwellings are not comparable with the rents of 
ordinary controlled dwellings).

33. Section 38 re-enacts section 18 (7) of the 1958 Act. However, 
the provision in section 18 (7) (a) of that Act which permits of an 
extension of time is not being re-enacted in section 38 since pro
vision for a general power to extend time-limits is made in section 83.

34. Section 44 provides that, subject to the other proposals in the 
Bill, the provisions of the 1967 Ground Rents Act shall, with neces
sary modifications, have effect as if the references therein to a 
“ building lease ” or a “ proprietary lease ” (see paragraph 26 of this 
Memorandum) were to a lease which gives rise to a right to a re
versionary lease under Part III. Such a lease is a lease that satisfies 
the conditions specified in sections 9 and 10 of the 1978 No. 2 
Ground Rents Act as modified by sections 11, 12 and 14 of that Act 
(section 30 (2) (a), (ft) of the Bill) and by sections 71 and 72 of the Bill.

V—PART IV OF THE BILL 

Compensation

35. Sections 45 to 57 of this Part, which deal with compensation 
for improvements, provide for the re-enactment (with the modifica
tions and additions outlined in paragraphs 36 to 42 of this Memo
randum) of the corresponding provisions contained in sections 2, 10 
to 18, 24, 25 and 36 of the Landlord and Tenant Act, 1931. Sections 
58 and 59 provide for the re-enactment and consolidation of the pro
visions in the present law for compensation for disturbance in cer
tain circumstances where a person is refused the grant of a new 
occupational tenancy under the 1931 Act or is refused the grant of a 
reversionary lease under the 1958 Act. Section 60 is a new provision 
which proposes to permit landlords, in certain circumstances, to 
terminate occupational tenancies in buildings that are obsolete or 
that are in an obsolete area. It also provides for compensation for 
disturbance in such cases—see paragraph 45 of this Memorandum. 
Sections 61 to 63 provide for the re-enactment of certain conse
quential provisions relating to compensation that are contained in 
sections 36, 37 and 44 of the 1931 Act and in section 16 of the 1958 
Act.

[Note: Parts 11 and III of the Bill extend the rights to occupa
tional tenancies and to reversionary leases respectively to new classes 
of persons who, as a consequence, may under Part IV qualify for
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compensation for disturbance. Section 5 of the Bill extends the 
definition of “ tenement ” so that, in consequence, new classes of 
persons may qualify for compensation for improvements under this 
Part]

36. Under section 10 (1) of the 1931 Act a tenant who is ejected 
for non-payment of rent is not entitled to be paid compensation for 
improvements. The Landlord and Tenant Commission recommend 
(First Report, paragraph 123 (1)) that this disentitlement should apply 
where the tenancy is terminated because of non-payment of rent 
whether the proceedings to recover possession are framed as an 
ejectment for non-payment of rent, an ejectment for over-holding or 
on the title based on a forfeiture. Section 46 (/) (b) (ii) of the Bill 
provides accordingly.

37. Section 48 re-enacts the provisions in section 12 of the 1931 
Act concerning improvement notices, improvement consents, im
provement undertakings and improvement objections with the follow
ing changes:

(1) Subsection (7) provides that, where the improvement requires 
planning permission, a copy of the planning permission must 
accompany an improvement notice (First Report, paragraphs 
108 (2) and 123 (2) (a)—(c)).

(2) Under section 12 (2) of the 1931 Act, a landlord on whom 
an improvement notice is served may, within two months, 
serve on the tenant an improvement consent, an improve
ment undertaking or an improvement objection. Subsection
(2) reduces that time-limit to one month (First Report, 
paragraph 123 (3) (a)).

(3) Subsection (3) is a new provision, based on a recommenda
tion of the Commission (First Report, paragraph 123 (4) 
(b)), which limits a landlord’s right to object to the making 
of an improvement by the tenant.

(4) Section 12 (3) of the 1931 Act provides that a landlord 
on whom an improvement notice is served must, in certain 
circumstances, within one month serve the notice or a 
copy thereof on his immediate superior landlord. The im
mediate superior landlord may, within two months from the 
date of service by the tenant of the improvement notice, 
serve either an improvement consent or an improvement 
objection. Subsection (4) reduces these time-limits to one 
week and one month, respectively (First Report, paragraph 
123 (2) (d) and 123 (3) (a)).

38. Section 49 (3) is new. It provides that, where a local authority 
requires an improvement to be made in the case of a controlled 
dwelling (within the meaning of the Rent Acts) and the landlord 
carries out the improvement, the increase in rent that the landlord 
may secure from the tenant in respect of the works shall not exceed 
the increase in rent provided for by section 10 (2) (g) of the 1960 
Rent Act

39. Sections 50 and 51 provide for the re-enactment of sections 14 
and 15 of the 1931 Act but reduce to one month in each case the 
time-limits of two months mentioned in those sections. The changes 
are consequential on the changes in section 48 (2) and (4)—see para
graph 37 of this Memorandum.

40. Section 52 provides for the re-enactment of section 16 of the 
1931 Act with the following changes:
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(1) Consequential on the changes proposed in section 48 (2) 
and (4) (see paragraph 37 of this Memorandum) the period 
of two months mentioned in section 16 (1) of the 1931 Act 
is in subsection (7) being reduced to one month.

(2) Under the provisions of section 16 (2) of the 1931 Act an 
improvement objection (which may be served by a landlord 
or a superior landlord on a tenant who serves an im
provement notice) is final and renders it unlawful for the 
tenant to make the improvement unless that tenant either 
holds the tenement under a lease or other contract of 
tenancy granted for a term of more than five years or for 
a life or lives, or the tenant and his predecessors in title 
have been in occupation for more than five years. In any of 
these cases, however, the tenant may, in accordance with 
section 16 (4) of the 1931 Act, be authorised to make the 
improvement (with or without modifications) where the 
Court is satisfied that the improvement—

(a) is of such character as to be calculated to add to the
letting value of the tenement; and

(b) is suitable to the character of the tenement; and

(c) is not calculated to injure the amenity or convenience
of the neighbourhood.

Arising from a recommendation of the Landlord and Tenant 
Commission (First Report, paragraph 123 (4) (6)) it is being 
provided in section 52 (3) and (4) that, notwithstanding the 
landlord’s objection, the Court shall authorise the tenant to 
make the improvement (with or without modifications) ex
cept where the tenant holds otherwise than under a lease 
with at least five years to run when the improvement notice 
was served and where also one of the grounds specified in 
section 17 (2) (a) for the refusal of a new tenancy obtains.

(3) Section 16 (5) of the 1931 Act is not being re-enacted since 
it deals with a situation (the service of an improvement 
undertaking by the immediate landlord and of an improve
ment objection by a superior landlord) that is scarcely 
likely to arise where the ground for an improvement objec
tion is restricted as is proposed in section 48 (5)—cf. also 
section 52 (3) and (4) of the Bill.

41. Section 53 is new. It makes it clear that nothing in Part IV of 
the Bill shall authorise the charging, in the case of a controlled 
dwelling, of a rent exceeding the lawful rent of the dwelling as de
fined by section 11 of the 1960 Rent Act. Thus where a landlord of 
a controlled dwelling executes an improvement at his own expense in 
accordance with the provisions of section 51 no increase in rent will 
be allowed which would bring the level of the rent above that lawful 
rent.

42. Section 54 sets out the restrictions on the right to compensation 
for improvements. It provides for the re-enactment of section 17 of 
the 1931 Act with the following changes:

(1) Section 17 (3) of the 1931 Act provides that a tenant is not 
entitled to compensation for an improvement made after 
the passing of that Act unless he has served an improve
ment notice. Following a recommendation by the Landlord 
and Tenant Commission (First Report, paragraph 123 (7))
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section 54 (2) of the Bill provides instead that where a 
tenant has made an improvement after the passing of the 
1931 Act he will not be entitled to compensation for im
provements unless an improvement notice (under either 
section 12 (1) of the 1931 Act or the corresponding pro
vision (section 48 (/)) of this Bill) was served or, if such 
notice was not served, where the landlord, or where 
appropriate, a superior landlord satisfies the Court that—

(a) he has been prejudiced by non-service of the improve
ment notice, or

(b) the improvement is in contravention of any covenant in
the tenancy contract, or

(c) the improvement injures the amenity etc. of the neigh
bourhood.

(2) Section 17 (4) of the 1931 Act provides that a landlord is 
not entitled to compensation (from his superior landlord) 
in respect of an improvement made after the passing of 
that Act unless he duly served the tenant’s improvement 
notice (or a copy of it) on that superior landlord. As recom
mended by the Commission (First Report, paragraph 123 
(2) (e)) the Bill provides in section 54 (3) for the relaxation 
of this provision so that where the landlord does not serve 
the improvement notice (or a copy) on his superior land
lord he will, when claiming compensation from that 
superior landlord, be in the same position as a tenant who 
makes improvements without serving notice.

(3) Section 17 (1) and (6) erf the 1931 Act are not being re
enacted. In consequence, tenants and landlords (if there are 
any by this time) who are excluded from compensation 
in respect of improvements carried out during the period 
from January, 1907, to the passing of the 1931 Act because 
of failure to serve notice under the Town Tenants (Ireland) 
Act, 1906, are no longer being so excluded.

43. Section 56 provides that the time-limits for making a claim 
for a new tenancy and for application to the Court on foot of that 
claim {sections 20 and 21 of the Bill) shall apply in relation to a 
claim for compensation for improvements.

44. Section 59 re-enacts the provisions for compensation for dis
turbance that are contained in the corresponding subsections of 
section 16 of the 1958 Act with changes that are consequential on 
the change provided for in section 31 of the Bill—paragraph 29 of 
this Memorandum. That is, since an applicant for a reversionary lease 
is not now being required to obtain the consent to his application 
of certain under-lessees, the provision for payment of part of any 
compensation for disturbance to such under-lessees is being dropped, 
as is also the provision requiring the consent of such under-lessees to 
the grant of a reversionary lease in the circumstances set out in 
section 59 (5).

45. Section 60 is new. It provides that a landlord should, in certain 
circumstances, be enabled to obtain an order terminating an occupa
tional tenancy in obsolete buildings before that tenancy expires. 
Provision is also being made for compensation to the tenant. The 
section gives effect, with some modifications, to recommendations 
made by the Landlord and Tenant Commission (First Report, para
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graph 222 (3) to (5)). The provisions differ from the Commission’s 
recommendations in the following respects:

(1) The Commission recommend that the provisions should 
be restricted to cases where the tenancy has more than 
three years to run. Section 60 provides accordingly and it 
also restricts the provisions to cases where a tenancy has 
not more than twenty-five years to run.

(2) The Commission recommend that the provisions should 
apply where a building is beyond repair or cannot profit
ably be used without reconstruction. Subsection (2) provides 
accordingly and also provides for their application where 
the building is situate in an obsolete area, as defined in 
the Local Government (Planning and Development) Act, 
1963. In every case, as the Commission recommend, the 
landlord is required to have a development scheme for 
which planning permission has been granted. (In regard to 
such development schemes the Commission recommend 
that social, economic and educational amenities should be 
considered. The subsection does not specifically mention 
these considerations since they are necessarily taken into 
account in connection with the grant of planning permis
sion).

(3) Subsection (4) provides for a period during which the tenant 
may continue in occupation, that is for one year after the 
date of the order terminating the tenancy or until the com
pensation is paid, whichever is the later. A period of 3 years 
was recommended by the Commission.

VI—PART V OF THE BILL 

Covenants in Leases of Tenements

46. This Part (sections 64 to 69) provides for the re-enactment, 
with drafting changes only, erf sections 55 to 59 of the Landlord and 
Tenant Act, 1931, as amended by sections 27 and 28 of the Land
lord and Tenant (Ground Rents) Act, 1967. A drafting change that 
may be noted (in section 64 of the Bill) makes it clear that the pro
visions of this Part of the Bill extend to the case of a yearly tenancy 
arising on the expiration of a lease of a tenement and also to the case 
of a statutory tenancy so arising. A further drafting change is that a 
definition of “ improvement ” is being provided (in section 67 (3) of 
the Bill), for the purposes not only of sections 67 and 68 of the Bill 
but for the purposes also of section 29 erf the 1967 Ground Rents Act 
(see section 67 (4) of the Bill) to replace the corresponding definition 
in the Landlord and Tenant (Reversionary Leases) Act, 1958 (since 
the Bill proposes the repeal of that Act).

VII—PART VI OF THE BILL 

Miscellaneous

47. This Part (sections 70 to 88) provides for the re-enactment of 
a number of miscellaneous provisions in the Landlord and Tenant 
Acts of 1931 and 1958 and it proposes (in sections 70 to 73) to 
modify certain provisions in the 1978 No. 2 Act as described in 
paragraphs 48 to 51 of this Memorandum. This Part of the Bill also 
includes further new provisions in sections 74, 75 and 77. The pro
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visions in sections 74 and 75 are described in paragraphs 52 and 53 
respectively of this Memorandum. Section 77 provides for the 
survival, on the death of a person, of rights claimed by him under 
the legislation. Section 79 re-enacts and consolidates the provisions 
in the Acts of 1931 and 1958 concerning the application of the 
Settled Land Acts while section 80 re-enacts the provisions concern
ing mortgages, in relation to the grant of a lease under the Act of 
1958, that are contained in section 8 of that Act and in section 24 (1) 
of the 1967 Ground Renlts Act. The provisions that are being 
re-enacted in sections 82, 85 and 88 are being widened in scope so 
as to apply to the provisions of the Bill generally. Other changes 
that are proposed are outlined in paragraphs 54 to 59 of this Memo
randum.

48. Section 70 proposes to modify the application of the 1978 
No. 2 Act so that ground rent tenants of dwellinghouses whose 
landlord is a State authority (defined in section 3 (/) of the Bill), the 
Commissioners of Irish Lights or a harbour authority shall have 
the right to acquire the fee simple except where the State authority 
(or, in the case of the Commissioners of Irish Lights or a harbour 
authority, the Minister for Transport) as satisfied that acquisition 
of the fee simple would not be in the public interest, and so certifies. 
The section introduces limitations on the application of section 4 of 
the 1978 No. 2 Act (which in effect exempts a State authority as 
landlord from the obligations of that Act) and paragraphs (d) and (e) 
of section 16 (2) of the same Act (which exclude the right to acquire 
the fee simple in the case of leases made by the Commissioners of 
Irish Lights or by a harbour authority) dn so far as concerns 
acquisition of the fee simple of a dwellinghouse.

49. Section 71 extends the right to acquire the fee simple, under 
Part II of the 1978 No. 2 Act, to a new class of ground rent lessees, 
that is those lessees to whom Part II of that Act would apply save 
that they fail to satisfy Condition 5 in section 10 of the Act because 
in their cases the previous lease mentioned in that Condition did not 
expire or was not surrendered before 31st March, 1931. As amended 
by section 71, Condition 5 of section 10 of the 1978 No. 2 Act may 
apply regardless of the date of expiration or surrender of that 
previous lease. (This change has been recommended by the Landlord 
and Tenant Commission).

50. Section 72 extends the same right to acquire the fee simple to 
a further new class of ground rent lessees. These lessees are those 
whose leases would satisfy the conditions in section 9 of the 1978 
No. 2 Act and, in particular. Condition 7 in section 10 of the Act, 
save that those leases are for terms of less than 50 years. Section 72 
however requires certain other conditions to be satisfied and the effect 
of the changes made by section 72 is to ensure recognition as a 
ground rent lease for every lease made for a term of less than 50 years 
that would be a “proprietary lease” as defined by section 7 of the 
Landlord and Tenant (Reversionary Leases) Act. 1958. (This change 
also has been recommended by the Landlord and Tenant Com
mission).

51. Section 73 extends the same right to acquire the fee simple to 
any person to whom section 3 of the 1967 Ground Rents Act applied 
immediately before the commencement of the 1978 No. 2 Act. or 
would have applied had he served a notice under section 4 of the 
1967 Act. (Section 3 of the 1967 Ground Rents Act, apart from 
subsection (5) of the section, is repealed by the 1978 No. 2 Act). 
Section 73 restores the right to acquire the fee simple that was given 
by the 1967 Ground Rents Act in certain unusual types of cases 
that are not covered by the simplified categories of ground rent 
leases set out in Part TT of the 1978 No. 2 Act.
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52. Section 74 is designed to deal with title difficulties relating to 
certain interests in land which originated prior to the passing of the 
Renewable Leasehold Conversion Act, 1849. It appears that in 
certain cases leases made before the Act of 1849 with a covenant for 
their perpetual renewal were neither renewed nor (under the Act of 
1849) converted into fee farm grants. The title to the land of the 
successor in title to the lessee under such a lease could be expensive 
to regularise. Section 74 puts the overloading lessee (or his successor 
in title) in the same position as if the lease had been converted into 
a fee farm grant under the Act of 1849. The section provides that he 
holds the land for an estate in fee simple and that that estate is 
deemed to be a graft on the previous interest and is subject to any 
rights or equities (e.g. the rents and covenants in the lease) arising 
from its being that graft.

53. Section 75 is a new provision in landlord and tenant law and 
is intended to bring the rights of tenants of certain houses provided 
by public utility societies more into line with the rights enjoyed 
by occupational tenants generally. Grants were paid under the 
Housing (Financial and Miscellaneous Provisions) Acts, 1932 to 
1962, to a small number of public utility societies in respect of the 
erection of houses for letting. The grants, generally known as “ public 
utility society letting grants”, were paid subject to a statutory 
condition that an undertaking be given by the recipient society that 
the houses would not be sold but would be let on a monthly or 
lesser tenancy to persons of the working classes or agricultural 
labourers. The tenants of the houses in question are, therefore, 
precluded from purchasing the landlord’s rights in their houses even 
where the landlord is willing to sell. The general purpose of the 
amendment is to remove this disability by enabling the houses to be 
sold with the consent of the Minister for the Environment.

54. Section 76 contains provisions for cases where a necessary 
party to the grant of a new tenancy (Part II of the Bill) or of a re
versionary lease (Part III of the Bill) is missing, unknown or unable 
or unwilling to act. It re-enacts section 24 (3) to (6) of the Act of 
1958, with certain drafting changes and with extension of the scope 
of the provisions to cover the grant of a new tenancy under Part II 
of the Bill. Certain ancillary provisions on the lines of section 8 (5) 
and (6) of the 1967 Ground Rents Act are also proposed. In relation 
to Part II of the Bill the provisions replace the provisions in section 
27 (<e) of the Act of 1931.

55. Section 78 provides for the re-enactment, with certain drafting 
changes, of sections 20 and 21 of the Act of 1958. Those sections 
provide for the continuation of building and proprietary leases in 
cases where the immediate lessor’s interest is terminated before its 
normal expiration and where in consequence, but for these provisions 
of the 1958 Act, such leases would themselves be terminated. The 
provisions ensure that the lessees under such leases remain undis
turbed even where their lessor’s interest is terminated and that their 
rights of renewal etc. are preserved. Section 78 also extends the same 
provisions to the other classes of leases and tenancies to which the 
Bill applies, including tenancies that are renewable under Part II. In 
so far as occupational tenancies are concerned section 78 replaces 
section 34 of the 1931 Act but gives an occupational tenant the 
right to continue as the direct tenant of the person who previously 
had been his superior landlord instead of the right to a new tenancy 
that is given by the 1931 Act provision.

56. Section 81 re-enacts and consolidates the provisions in section 
30 of the Act of 1931 and section 22 of the Act of 1958. which 
provide for estimates etc. by the Valuation Office in connection
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with the grant of a new tenancy or of a reversionary lease, and 
extends the scope of those provisions to all proceedings under the 
new legislation. (Section 26 of the Act of 1931, which contains pro
vision for mandatory estimates etc. by the Valuation Office in certain 
circumstances, is not being re-enacted).

57. Section 83 re-enacts and consolidates the provisions of the 
Acts of 1931 and 1958 that permit of the extension of the various 
time-limits provided for complying with the requirements of the 
legislation with the following change of substance: provision is being 
made for the grant by the Court of an extension of time in every 
case, unless injustice would be caused, provided the failure to observe 
the time-limit arose from any reasonable cause.

58. Section 84 re-enacts and consolidates the provisions in section 
40 of the Act of 1931 and section 13 of the Act of 1958 for making 
necessary information available to a person seeking the grant of a 
new tenancy etc. or of a reversionary lease and provides for changes 
of substance as follows. A time-limit of one month for complying 
with a notice requiring information is being provided in all cases 
(under section 40 of the 1931 Act the time-limit is a fortnight). In 
addition, a provision is being included, on the lines of section 7 (2) of 
the 1967 Ground Rents Act, enabling the information to be sought 
in certain circumstances from the person receiving the rent for the 
relevant premises.

59. Section 88 deals with the service of notices. It includes pro
visions, additional to those contained in the Act of 1931, correspond
ing to provisions contained in the 1967 Ground Rents Act. The new 
provisions provide for service by registered post and for service by 
agent

VIII—SCHEDULE TO THE BILL 

Repeal of Enactments

60. The Schedule lists the repeals proposed by section 11. These 
are the Landlord and Tenant Act, 1931, and the Landlord and 
Tenant (Reversionary Leases) Act, 1958, as well as certain provisions 
in the Rent Restrictions Acts, 1960 and 1967. The re-enactment of 
the Rent Acts provisions is provided for in sections 5 (!) (b\ 14, 15, 
20 (2) (c). 25 and 58 (3) of the Bill.

An Roinn Dli agus Cirt,
Meitheamh, 1980.
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